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We generalize Rosset’s theorem which states that the Euler characteristic of a group G of type 
FLc vanishes if G contains a torsion free normal subgroup. In our case the subgroup is allowed 
to have torsion (but must also have elements of infinite order). Under similar conditions on the 
regular covering of a finite CW-complex X, it is shown that the Euler characteristic of X is 0; 
this includes the special case where X is nilpotent. 
Introduction 
In ,this paper G will always denote a group and k a ring lying between Z and 6, 
whose field of quotients will be denoted by k”. If R is a ring with the unique rank 
property (i.e. any two bases of a finitely generated free R-module always have the 
same number of elements) and F* is a free finitely generated graded R-module, then 
let xR(F*) := Ci (- 1)’ rank(F;). If there is a finitely generated free resolution of k 
over the group algebra kG, O+F,+ ... +F,-k-+0, where Fi~(kG)al, then G is 
called of type FL, and its Euler characteristic (over k) xI((G) is Ci (- l)‘ai. 
Gottlieb [6] proved that if G is of type FL, and has non-trivial center, then 
xz(G) = 0. Rosset [B] has greatly generalized this result, namely to the case where 
G contains a non-trivial normal abelian subgroup A; his proof applies as well to 
groups G of type FL, under the assumption that A is torsion free (note that if 
some primes are invertible in k, then G may contain torsion elements). The main 
step in Rosset’s proof consists in showing that the localized ring R(A; G) = 
(kA - (0)) - 'kG has the unique rank property. 
We will present (Part I) a generalization of the theorem of Rosset. On one hand, 
the subgroup A need not be torsion-free, it must only contain an element of infinite 
order. On the other hand, A need not be contained in the group G itself, but a 
factorgroup G/N will do (cf. [5] and [3]), provided that the homology groups 
H*(N, k”) of the normal subgroup N satisfy some suitable hypotheses. 
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Theorem A. Suppose that G is of type FL, and contains a normal subgroup N such 
that Q : = G/N contains a normal, abelian subgroup A which is not a torsion group. 
If, for each n 10, either H,(N, k”) has finite k”-dimension, or there is an element 
of infinite order a,, in A which acts nilpotently on H,(N, k”), then xk(G) = 0. 
In another direction (Part II), we consider a finite connected CW-complex X and 
a regular covering p : x-+X with covering transformation group $3 (x IX). 
To obtain a geometrical theorem similar to the above we do as Eckmann [4] did 
with the theorem of Rosset. As our starting point is more general, we end up with 
a more general result: the subgroup A is allowed to contain torsion, and we consider 
regular coverings instead of the universal covering. 
Theorem B. Let p : X-X be a regular covering. Assume that C!J(XlX) contains a 
normal, abelian subgroup A which is not a torsion group. If, for each n 2 0, either 
H,(x,CJ) has finite 0J-dimension or there is an element of infinite order a,, in A 
which acts nilpotently on it, then x(X) = 0. 
The proofs are mostly based on the following theorem established in my thesis [5]: 
Theorem * . Suppose that G contains a normal subgroup N, such that Q := 
G/N contains a non-trivial, normal, abelian, torsion-free subgroup A. If 
R(A; Q)@JkO, H,(N, k”) is R(A; Q)-free, then 
xAG) =XR(A; &Wb Q)O,o, H*(N, k”)). 
We note that the generalization of Rosset’s theorem to the case where A contains 
torsion is very easy for groups of type oFLz and does not need our above argu- 
ments. A group G is said to be of type uFL, if it contains a (normal) subgroup G” 
of finite index and of type FL,. In this case one puts x;(G) :=xz(G”)/[G : G”], in- 
dependent of the choice of the subgroup G”. 
There is a certain overlap of our results with the generalization of Rosset’s 
theorem, due to Cheeger and Gromov [2, Corollary 0.61, where the abelian normal 
subgroup A is replaced by an amenable one. It seems that this does not imply 
Theorem A except for very special subgroups N. In our framework the methods are 
much simpler and completely different from those of Cheeger and Gromov. 
Part I 
Definition 1. The group G acts nilpotently on a kG-module A4 if there is a natural 
number m such that (ZG)mM=O, where IG is the augmentation ideal of kG. 
An element g of the group G acts nilpotently on a kc-module A4 if there is a 
natural number m such that (e-g)“M=O (i.e., the subgroup generated by g acts 
nilpotently on M). 
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Lemma 2. Suppose that G contains a non-trivial, normal, abelian, torsion-free 
subgroup A, and let M be a kG-module. 
(i) If there is an element a f e in A which acts nilpotently on M, then 
R(A; G)@,, M= 0. 
(ii) If k” OkM has finite kO-dimension, then R(A; G)@,, M=O. 
Proof. (i) Let @,a E R(A; G)@,, M, r E R and ,U EM, and m as in Definition 1. 
If cr=(e-a)“, then rO~=ra~‘aO~=rrcx-‘Oa~=O. 
(ii) Let r@p be as above. The map fp : kA+M, f,(a) := ,ua, a E kA, cannot be in- 
jective: k” is flat, and the induced map IdkO Ok fP is not injective because of the 
k”-dimensions involved. Therefore, there exists a#0 in ker(f,), and 
r@,u = i-a -‘a@j.f=rm-‘@ap=O. 0 
Proposition 3. If G is of type FL, and contains a normal abelian subgroup A, 
which is not a torsion group, then xk(G) = 0. 
Proof. We can assume that k = k”, because being of type FL/, implies being of type 
FLkO and both characteristics are the same. Let T denote the torsion subgroup of 
A. Then T#A; furthermore H,(T,k”)=O, if i#O, and HO(T,k”)~kk”. Thus the 
homology of T with coefficients in k” is k”-finitely generated. The subgroup T is 
normal in G, so that we have the following situation: G contains a normal subgroup 
T such that G/T contains a non-trivial, normal, abelian, torsion-free subgroup 
A/T and H,(T, k”) has finite k”-dimension. By Theorem * and Lemma 2(ii), 
xk(G)=O. 0 
Remarks 4. (i) Let N be a normal subgroup of G and suppose that G/N acts nil- 
potently on a k(G/N)-module M. Then G also acts nilpotently on the kc-module 
M, where the action of G is induced by the projection G-G/N. Conversely if G 
acts nilpotently on a k(G/N)-module M, then so does G/N. 
If there is an element g E G which acts nilpotently on M, then its image in G/N 
also acts nilpotently on M and conversely. 
(ii) Suppose furthermore that N” is a normal subgroup of G containing N. Let 
f: M,+M, be an epimorphism of kG-modules, where the G-action on M, comes 
from a G/N-action, and the G-action on M, comes from a G/NO-action. If G/N 
(or equivalently G) acts nilpotently on M,, then G/N” (or equivalently G) acts 
nilpotently on M2. 
If there is an element g E G-N” which acts nilpotently on M, then it acts also 
nilpotently on M2. 
Let N” be a group, N a normal subgroup and T their factorgroup. Consider the 
associated Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence: 
&(T, &(N, k))*H,+,(N”, k). (1) 
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If, moreover, the two groups Nand N” are normal in a group B, then the Z-modules 
appearing in (1) are equipped with a standard structure of kB-modules. (In fact it 
is clear that they have a (B/N’)-structure but the considerations on rank and on 
nilpotency, which are interesting for us, are not affected by the change of a group 
action to a factorgroup action or viceversa.) This structure is compatible with the 
convergence of the spectral sequence (1). To prove this, recall the two ways in which 
the action of a group r is defined on the homology of a normal subgroup P of 
r with coefficients in the /C-module M. 
l Let B,(P) be the bar resolution for P : &(P) has a k-basis consisting of all 
1to,t,, -.., tq], ti E P. An element y E r acts on &3,(P) by conjugation on the ti, 
and diagonally on @*(P)@QkTO M. It is well known that this action restricted to 
r” induces the trivial action on the homology of @*(P)@,,O A4 [l, 111.81. 
l Let F+k be a free /C-resolution of k and thus also a free kP-resolution of k. 
The complex FOkTO A4 has a r-structure (diagonal action). It induces a T/T”- 
structure on its homology ([ 1, 111.81; it is obvious when M is a trivial P-module). 
The spectral sequence (1) starts with the kB-bimodule 
and the induced differentials, where B,(T) is the bar resolution for T with the B- 
action by conjugation, and where F+k is a free kB-resolution of k. The left action 
of B on KP4 is defined diagonally. It is easily seen to be compatible with the tensor 
product: 
Let /I E B, t E T, f~ k” OkNIJ and b = [to, t,, . . . , t,] be a basis element of B,,(T), 
we write tb for [tt,, ttl, . . . , tt,,] and j3bpP1 for [&,fi-‘, . . . , PtJ- ‘1; then P(b@f) = 
/3bP- ’ @pf and therefore, for n EN, 
,b(b@nf) =/3bp- ‘@/3nf =pbfl- 1@(/3n~-‘)/3f=j3bn~- I @/Tf =P(bn@f). 
If we take first the q-homology of the bicomplex Kp4 and then the p-homology, 
then we obtain H,(T, H,(N, k)). The other way around we see that HJHJK,,)) is 
trivial for p#O and isomorphic to H,(N”, k) for p = 0. By construction, the B- 
structures (or B/No-structures) are the standard ones. We thus have 
Lemma 5. Let N-N”-+ T be a short exact sequence of groups and B a group 
containing N and N” as normal subgroups. Then the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence 
HJT H,(N,k))=,H,+,(N”,k) 
is compatible with the standard action of B/N”. 
Corollary 6. If moreover, under the above assumptions, the k-homological dimen- 
sion of T is zero, then 
kO,,H,(N, k) =H*(N’, k) 
is a k(B/N”)-isomorphism. 
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Recall that the k-homological dimension of a group G is defined as the largest 
n E n\l U { a} such that there exists a kG-module M with H,(G, M) #O. 
Corollary 1. Let N<N” be two normal subgroups of the group B and T their 
factorgroup N/N”. Assume that T has k-homological dimension zero. Then we 
have for all nr0: 
(i) If the k”-dimension of H,,(N, k”) is finite, then so is the k”-dimension of 
H,,(N”, k”). 
(ii) If B/N acts nilpotently on H,(N, k), then B/N” acts nilpotently on 
H,,(N”, k). 
(iii) If there is an element PE B/N which acts nilpotently on H,(N, k), then its 
projection in B/N” acts nilpotently on H,,(N”, k). 
Proof of Theorem A. Let T be the torsion subgroup of A, it has k”-dimension zero. 
Denote byp the projection G+Q, and let N ’ :=a-l(T), B: =p-‘(A). The group 
T is normal in Q and so is N” in G; let Q” := Q/T. We can apply Corollary 7: for 
every n either H,(N”, k”) has finite k”-dimension or a,T# T (i.e.: a,T#e in A/T) 
acts nilpotently on H,(N”, k”). Let R := R(A/T; Q”); then RBkoQO H,(N”, k”) = 0 
by Lemma 2; using Theorem * we obtain xI((G) =x~(R@,~~” H,(N”, k”)) = 0. 
Here follow some other applications of Rosset’s Theorem and of Proposition 3. 
We denote by dG the subgroup {ge G )lg”I <m> of G, where gG is the con- 
jugacy class of g in G. 
We first note: 
(i) dG is a normal subgroup of G. 
(ii) If G =dG and G is torsion-free and the lgG 1 are uniformly bounded, for 
gEG, then G is abelian [7, p. 229.1 
(iii) Let H be a normal subgroup in G. Then the centre g(H) of H and the 
subgroup AH are both normal in G. 
Lemma 8. If G = AC and G is torsion-free, then G is abelian. 
Proof. Assume first that G is generated by two elements g, and g2. For i= 1 or 2, 
Igc I< co implies that the centraliser Ci of gj has finite index in G. Define C:= 
C, nC2, it has finite index in G and lies in the centre of G. For an arbitrary ge G 
we have IgG1<IG/@?(G)I~JG/C~< 03. Thus, by remark (ii) above, G is abelian. In 
the general case we prove that two elements commute by considering the subgroup 
that they generate. 0 
Proposition 9. Let G be of type FLz and H normal in G. 
(i) If E?(H) # {e}, then xz(G) = 0. 
(ii) If AH#{e}, then xz(G)=O. 
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Proof. (i) Follows from (ii). 
(ii) Obviously d(dH) =dH and dH is torsion-free, so dH is abelian, non-trivial 
and normal in G, by [8] it follows that the Euler characteristic of G is zero. q 
Proposition 10. Let G be of type FLk and H normal in G. 
(i) IfdH# (e} is torsion-free, then xk(G) =O. 
(ii) If g(H) contains an element of infinite order, then xk(G) = 0. 
Proof. (i) As in the proof of Proposition 9. 
(ii) By Proposition 3, where A := g(H), because A is not a torsion group. 0 
Part II 
We consider throughout CW-complexes and cellular maps. For any space X let 
C(X) denote its cellular chain complex. 
Proposition 11. Let p : 8-X, X finite and connected, be a regular covering map 
such that $2 (x(X) contains a non-trivial, normal, abelian, torsion-free subgroup A. 
If, for each nr0, either H,(X; (I?$> has finite Q-dimension or there is an element 
a, #e in A which acts nilpotently on it, then x(X) = 0. 
Proof. Let Q := %J(X\X), R := R(A; Q), k being assumed equal to Z when nothing 
explicit is said. Then 
_ 
x(X) =&Z&(X)) = xZQ(~tx)> 
=xR(RO,Q C(x)) =xR(H*(RO~ C(x))) 
=xR(RO,QH*(C(~)))=XIS(RO,QH*(ZQ)) 
=o 
since R@,, H,(X, Q) = 0 by Lemma 2. 0 
Consider the following commutative diagram of regular coverings: 
4 
X’Y 
(2) 
Using a notation analogous to the one in Lemma 5, we call B : = n,(X), N:= 
Z7r(X), N” :=I7,(Y) and T:= $?(xIY); therefore B/N= F?(xlX) and B/N”z 
FJ( Y IX). We consider first the OB-bicomplex: Kpq := BP(T)@,, C&X, Q), where 
B,(T) is the bar resolution of T and B acts on it by conjugation, and B acts also 
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on C,(X, Q) as in the proof of the Lemma 5 (this action restricted to N is trivial). 
From the associated spectral sequences we obtain 
Lemma 12. Let T denote %(X1 Y) in diagram (2), then the spectral sequence 
H,(T, HJX, Q)) *HP + J Y, Q) is compatible with the standard action of $9 (Y 1 X). 
Corollary 13. We refer to diagram (2). If T:= $9(X1 Y) has Q-homological dimen- 
sion equal to zero, then 
H*(Y,Q)=Q@,,H*(xQ) 
is a Q(B/N”)-isomorphism. 
Corollary 14. Under the assumptions of Corollary 13 and for every n ~0: 
(i) If the Q-dimension of H,,(??, Q) is finite, then so is the Q-dimension of 
H,(r, Q). 
(ii) If FJ (x IX) acts nilpotently on H,(X, Q), then $2 (Y IX) acts nilpotently on 
H,(K Q). 
(iii) If a E 74 (x IX) acts nilpotently on H,(X, Q), then its image in F? (XIX) acts 
nilpotently on H,,( Y, 0). 
Proof of Theorem B. Let T be the torsion subgroup of A, it has Q-dimension zero. 
Let pr : IT,(X)- $7 (XIX) be the canonical projection; since pr -l(T) is normal in 
n,(X) we have a regular covering Y: = x/T-+X. By Corollary 14 we can apply 
Proposition 11 to the non-trivial, abelian, torsion-free group A/T, and to its non- 
trivial element a,T. 0 
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